"RIDE THE WAVES" BOAT AND SKIER TEMPLATES
“RIDE THE WAVES” BOAT AND SKIER TEMPLATES

Print double sided with wood grain on reverse.

BOAT EXTERIOR

Glue bench tab A
Glue bench tab C
Glue bench tab D

Fold and glue in battery box

Clip here first

This area first

Cut
“RIDE THE WAVES” BOAT AND SKIER TEMPLATES

"RIDE THE WAVES" BOAT AND SKIER TEMPLATES

PRINT ON CARD STOCK

Fold

Glue to Ramp Extension

Fold

Fold

Fold

Fold

Fold

RAMP
“RIDE THE WAVES” BOAT AND SKIER TEMPLATES

Right leg
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Right arm
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Left arm
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Left leg
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Right body
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Left body
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Ax
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

WATER-SKIER REVERSE SIDE
“RIDE THE WAVES” BOAT AND SKIER TEMPLATES

Right leg
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Right arm
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Left arm
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Left leg
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

Ax
Cut one from corrugated cardboard

WATER-SKIER REVERSE SIDE